A harvesting machine for cutting and collecting soft leaf produce in beds consisting of, at least, one row of produce including a frame (5) of generally open structure, said frame (5) having a front and rear end and being supported on wheels for travel over a said bed of produce, said frame further including a backing plate (9) mounted on said front end of said frame, said backing plate (9) having at least two elongate members (10) extending forwardly therefrom spaced apart, said space between said members defining an area for receiving said at least one row of produce, said frame further including a cutting means (12) mounted thereon extending between said elongate members (10) adapted to provide a cutting action substantially perpendicular to travel of said frame (5) over said row of produce.
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to harvesting machinery for cutting, conveying and packaging crops in commercial fields. In particular the invention relates to harvesting machinery which closely simulates manual cutting so as to enable handling and cutting of soft leaf produce without substantially damaging the produce.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

There are presently many types of broad leaf crops grown which need to be handled very delicately. In particular soft leaf crops may be readily bruised and spoilt if not handled with extreme care. Such soft leaf crops are typically cut by hand with a knife or machete or sickle. Manual harvesting however suffers the drawback of being extremely labour intensive and the action of bunching leaves together for cutting is sufficient action to bruise such produce and significantly reduce shelf-life. There has been some attempts to address these problems by developing machinery designed to essentially reduce the labour involved and costs associated therewith.

Automated devices designed to address these problems are still typically far too abrasive and readily bruise row crops and in particular soft leaf crops. Many prior art harvesting machines have been able to at least in part address the need for reduction in labour costs. However there still remains a need to provide a device which practically addresses both labour intensity and crop damage. Prior art devices have included among other things a reciprocating cutting action which tends to tear or bruise outer leaves on soft leaf produce. The type of damage or bruising occurring cannot be reversed and adversely affects the appearance of the produce and produce shelf-life. In addition scissor type cutting action produced by reciprocating blade cutting action tends to jam frequently as a result of dirt or stones being wedged between adjacent cutting blades.

It is the intention of this invention to address these disadvantages.

The present invention seeks to ameliorate at least one of the disadvantages of the prior art by providing a device which significantly reduces labour costs and substantially eliminates bruising or damage of soft leaf produce.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

There has been a long felt need in harvesting of soft leaf produce to provide a device which will enable efficient cutting of such crops while substantially eliminating damage or bruising thereto.
Thus the present invention provides in a first aspect:-

a harvesting machine for cutting and collecting soft leaf produce in beds consisting of at least one row of produce including a frame or chassis of generally open structure, said frame having a front and rear end and being supported on wheels for travel over a said bed of produce, said frame further including a backing plate mounted on said front end of said frame, said backing plate having at least two elongate members extending forwardly therefrom spaced apart, said space between said members defining an area for receiving said at least one row of produce, said frame further including a cutting means mounted thereon extending between said elongate members adapted to provide a cutting action substantially perpendicular to travel of said frame over said row of produce.

In a second aspect of the invention there is described a method of cutting and collecting soft leaf produce in beds consisting of at least one row of produce by providing:-

a harvesting machine including:-

a frame or chassis of generally open structure, said frame having a front and rear end and being supported on wheels for travel over a said bed of produce, said frame further including a backing plate mounted on said front end of said frame, said backing plate having at least two elongate members extending forwardly therefrom spaced apart, said space between said members defining an area for receiving said produce in said at least one row of said bed, said frame further including a cutting means mounted thereon extending between said elongate members adapted to provide a cutting action substantially perpendicular to travel of said frame over said row of produce,

moving said frame over said bed wherein said space between said elongate members receives said produce in said at least one row, said elongate members engaging said produce and folding external broad leaf inwardly so as to expose base stalk for cutting, and cutting said base stalk of said produce with said cutting means.
PREFERRED ASPECTS OF THE INVENTION

Preferably the harvesting machine further includes a conveyor means for conveying cut produce from the front of said structure to the rear for packaging.

Preferably the conveyor is mounted on said frame extending from said front to rear end of said structure in an inclined relationship being lower at said front end for receiving produce severed by said cutting means.

Preferably the conveyor is inclined at an angle of between 0 and 45°.

Preferably the frame structure includes a coupling means adapted for coupling to a vehicle such as a tractor so as to promote travel over said bed of produce, alternatively the harvesting machine is adapted to be self propelled by means of a motor attached thereto.

Preferably the coupling means is attached to the open frame structure either at the front end, underneath or at the rear end or even on one side of said open frame structure.

In any case the open frame structure can be adapted, by way of coupling means, to be pushed or pulled in a direction along a plantation bed.

Preferably the cutting means provides an oscillating cutting action in a direction substantially perpendicular to said direction of travel.

Preferably the cutting means comprises a plurality of cojoined cutting edges forming a single continuous edge extending forwardly from beneath said backing plate of engagement means and between said plurality of elongate members.

Preferably the cutting means can comprise a plurality of knives attached end to end forming a continuous single cutting edge.

Preferably the cutting means can be a single continuous edge.
Preferably the cutting means can be a single rotating disc.

Preferably the cutting means can be a pair of counterrotating discs, more preferably for each row of crops there can be a corresponding pair of counterrotating discs placed between respective guides.

Preferably the cutting blade can be circular, horizontal or disc shaped depending on the type of crop to be harvested.

Preferably the cutting means is provided with oscillating movement. In particular when the cutting means is a series of edges cojoined to form a continuous edge or is a single continuous edge, oscillating cutting movement is preferred.

Preferably the cutting means is attached to a drive shaft which oscillates said cutting edges, or said continuous edge.

Preferably the cutting edges contain a plurality of serrations or can be a straight edge. The type of cutting edge is largely dependant on the type of crop being harvested, for example crops with high fibre would need to be cut with a serrated edge.

Preferably the cutting means can be adjusted in terms of height and depth of cutting.

Typically the width or size of the vegetable produce determines the preset depth of cutting blades. The height adjustment of the cutting blade provided by the present invention enables substantial regrowth whereas prior art harvesters will invariably crush harvested produce.

Preferably said backing plate includes a series of elongate members evenly spaced apart extending forwardly therefrom for receiving therein one row of produce in a given bed. It is understood that for example where there are \( n \) rows of crops in a given bed there will be \( n + 1 \) elongate members.

Preferably the elongate members are wedge shaped extending broadly and forwardly
from said backing plate to form a point at a distance from said backing plate. In use the points serve as guides which move between adjacent rows of crops. As stated previously, the area between each elongate member is used to receive a single row of crops.

5 Preferably the elongate members further include a centrally located longitudinal upstanding portion for enabling closure of external leaf of said produce when produce is received between said elongate members so as to expose base stalk of said produce for cutting.

10 Preferably the backing plate can be raised or lowered.

Preferably the harvesting machine further includes a soft rotatable brush mounted adjacent said front end for urging cut produce onto said conveyor.

15 Preferably the harvesting machine has a packing platform adjacent the rear of said frame for holding packaging containers which in turn receive cut produce transferred to said rear end by said conveyor.

It is generally understood that in the method of the invention when produce is received between adjacent elongate members and exposed for cutting, the forward motion of the harvesting machine will necessarily enable cut produce to be captured on the conveyor as it falls. Once on the conveyor the cut produce is immediately transferred to the rear end of said frame for packaging.

20 The applicants have found that the harvesting machine significantly reduces labour costs and effectively cuts produce without causing bruising of soft leaf normally associated with prior art machine harvesting.

25 Preferably the open frame structure can be of any desired length and width.

30 Preferably the frame structure is supported on more than two wheels.

Preferably the wheels are adjustably mounted on an axle adjacent the rear end to adapt
to changes in terrain.

Preferably the wheels can be adjusted manually or by hydraulics or by sensors attached to the open frame structure.

In the present invention there is also disclosed in a third aspect of the invention a method of cutting and collecting soft leaf produce in beds consisting of at least one row of produce by providing:

a harvesting machine including:

a frame or chassis of generally open structure, said frame having a front and rear end and being supported on wheels for travel over a said bed of produce, said frame further including a backing plate mounted on said front end of said frame, said backing plate having at least two elongate members extending forwardly therefrom spaced to remove ovaries of said elongate members apart, said space between said members defining an area for receiving said produce in said at least one row of said bed, said frame further including a cutting means mounted thereon extending between said elongate members adapted to provide a cutting action substantially perpendicular to travel of said frame over said row of produce,

and a conveyor means for transferring produce cut by said cutting means,

moving said frame over said bed wherein said space between said elongate members receives said produce in said at least one row, said elongate members engaging said produce and folding external broad leaf inwardly so as to expose base stalk for cutting, and cutting said base stalk of said produce with said cutting means, such that movement of said frame over said bed enables said cut produce to fall on said conveyor for transfer of said cut produce to said rear of said frame for packaging or collection.

In a fourth aspect of the invention there is disclosed a harvesting machine for cutting and collecting soft leaf produce in beds consisting of at least one row of produce including a frame or chassis of generally open structure, said frame having a front and rear end and
being supported on wheels for travel over a said bed of produce, said frame further including a backing plate mounted on said front end of said frame, said backing plate having at least two elongate members extending forwardly therefrom spaced apart, said space between said members defining an area for receiving said at least one row of produce, said frame further including a cutting means mounted thereon extending between said elongate members adapted to provide a cutting action substantially perpendicular to travel of said frame over said row of produce,

and a conveyor means for transferring produce cut by said cutting means from said front to rear of said frame for collection.

Specific embodiments of the invention will now be described by way of non-limiting example.

15 BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a perspective view from the front of the harvester apparatus of the invention.

Figure 2 is a part front view of the harvester apparatus of the invention in unassembled relation.

Figure 3 is an exploded view of the drive mechanism of the harvester apparatus.

INTEGER LIST
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5. Open frame (chassis)
6. Front end
7. Rear end
9. Backing plate
10. Elongate members
11. Centrally located member
12. Cutting means
13. Oscillating drive mechanism
14. Conveyor means
15. First end
16. Second end
17. Wheels
18. Coupling means
19. Conveyor drive mechanism
20. Platform means
21. Rollers bars
22. Point of elongate members
23. Rotating brush
24. PTO shaft
25. Gear box
26. Axle
27. Locking pins
28. Bearing surfaces

The applicants have found not only does the harvester of the invention significantly reduce labour costs associated with manual cutting, but primarily it simulates the type of cutting method normally only expected or experienced from hand cutting without the need to handle produce directly. In this way bruising is substantially eliminated and the shelf-life and appearance significantly improved.

The harvester essentially enables a row of crops to be lifted slightly to expose the stalk and folds outside leaves of a crop inwards so as to substantially avoid bruising or damage of leaf which such produce would otherwise be exposed to.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION WITH RESPECT TO THE DRAWINGS**

Referring to the drawings there is shown a representation of an assembled harvester apparatus of the invention comprising an open frame structure (5) which frame has a front end (6) and a rear end (7).

Supporting wheels (17) are attached to an axle (26) located adjacent the rear end (7) of
the open frame which can be releasably raised or lowered. An inclined conveyor means (14) is mounted on the open frame (5) having a first lower end (15) mounted on the front end (6) relative to a second higher end (16) attached to said rear end (7) of the open frame. The conveyor therefore adopts an elevated position.

The open frame structure or chassis further includes a coupling means (18) in unassembled form mounted on the front end (6) of open frame (5) which is adapted to be connectable to a moving vehicle such as a tractor or the like. The coupling means has an A-type configuration adapted to be readily connectable to conventional tractor machinery. The coupling means includes locking pins (27) which enable the A-type configured coupling means to swivel on bearing surfaces (28) so as to substantially maintain a constant cutting level independent of terrain. In an alternate embodiment the open frame structure has an engine mounted thereon so that the harvesting machine can be self propelled.

The coupling means can also be adapted to provide attachment to a tractor from underneath, from the side or indeed from the rear. Therefore the apparatus can be towed or pushed or even driven from one side.

There is shown in Figure 1 a power take off (PTO) shaft (25) mounted on the front end (6) of the open frame (5) attached to a gear box (26) located immediately therebehind. The PTO shaft has a spline for engagement with a universal joint which is in turn joined to a conventional tractor component (not shown) so as to turn the PTO shaft. In an alternative embodiment the PTO can be rotated by a hydraulic oil pump. This would be the preferred mode of operating the PTO particularly if the PTO was to be configured underneath the open frame structure.

In the embodiment referred to in Figure 1 there is also shown a mechanical operating means (19) for rotating first and second ends of the conveyor means enabling the conveyor means to move about said first and second ends. In Figures 2 and 5 there is shown attached to the rear end (7) of the open frame (5) a platform means (20) adapted to hold thereon containers for packaging harvested crops. The platform means also includes a plurality of roller bars (21) so that containers held thereon can be readily
moved.

In Figures 1 and 2 there is shown a close-up view of a backing plate (9) mounted on the front end of open frame (5) immediately forward of said first end of the conveyor means. The backing plate (9) has a plurality of elongate members (10) spaced evenly apart and extending forwardly from said backing plate. The spaces between said plurality of elongate members define areas within which crops may be held in engaged relation to the cutting means (12). The elongate members are wedge shaped and taper inwardly so that the furthest end extending from the backing plate form a point (23). These points (23) serve as guides for substantially maintaining tracking movement between rows of crops. The space between adjacent points therefore define areas within which rows of crops can be engaged for cutting. The elongate members contain centrally located members (11) which serve to provide structural reinforcement for elongate members and which help fold outer leaves of produce so as to expose base stalk for cutting.

It is to be understood that when the harvesting machine is urged over a bed containing rows of produce, the backing plate (8) is lowered so that the points (21) move between adjacent rows. As the harvesting machine moves toward produce, the produce is captured within space defined by adjacent elongate members (9). The centrally located members (10) cause outer leaves of produce to fold inwards so as to expose produce stem for cutting. The cutting blade (11) subsequently severs the stalk and the cut produce is received on the conveyor (13). The rotating brush (22) helps cut produce onto said conveyor. Once on the conveyor the produce is moved to the rear end (7) of the chassis for packaging. The platform (19) may retain containers for packaging thereon and the containers may be readily removed from the platform (19) by means of sliding across rollers (20).

In Figures 1 and 2 there is also shown cutting means (12) extending forwardly and between said backing plate (9). In use the cutting means provides cutting motion which is substantially perpendicular to the direction of movement along a row of crops. The type of blade used for cutting will largely be determined by the type of crop being harvested. For example a crop with a fibrous leaf and stalk would be best cut with a serrated edge, while a very soft leaf produce such as spinach may be better suited to a
straight edge blade.

In Figures 2 and 3 the cutting means (12) is shown connected to an oscillating drive mechanism (13) which drives oscillating motion of the cutting means so as to closely simulate a manual sawing or cutting action. It is understood that the cutting means can be adjusted in height and depth. It has been shown by the applicant that substantial regrowth of crops can occur after harvesting with this apparatus has been complete. For example, applicants have shown significant crop regrowth where a heart portion of a crop remains intact after leaves have been harvested. Prior art harvesters generally do not have the ability to enable regrowth of this nature. Generally in a prior art apparatus, harvesting of soft leaf produce will result in absolute devastation of the crop remaining in the ground, thus substantially eliminating regrowth. The rate of harvesting has also been found by the applicant to be significantly increased without bruising produce and hence labour costs are reduced in comparison to conventional harvesting.

Figures 1 and 2 also show an example of a rotating brush (24) which is adapted to be mounted on the front end (6) of open frame (5) immediately above the first end (15) of the conveyor means (14). The rotating brush rotates in combination with the direction of movement of the conveyor means so as to help urge cut produce onto said conveyor means.

Ordinarily during crop harvesting the forward linear momentum of the harvesting apparatus is sufficient to propel produce backwards onto the conveyor means after cutting.

Once on the conveyor means, cut produce is transferred to the rear end of the open frame to be packed.

The claims, illustrations, photographs and drawings, if any, form part of the disclosure of this specification as does the description, claims, illustrations, photographs and drawings of any associated provisional or parent specification or of any priority document, if any, all of which are imported hereinto as part of the record hereof.
Finally it is to be understood that various alterations, modifications and/or additions may be incorporated into the various constructions and arrangements or parts without departing from the spirit and ambit of the invention.
THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. A harvesting machine for cutting and collecting soft leaf produce in beds consisting of at least one row of produce including a frame or chassis of generally open structure, said frame having a front and rear end and being supported on wheels for travel over a said bed of produce, said frame further including a backing plate mounted on said front end of said frame, said backing plate having at least two elongate members extending forwardly therefrom spaced apart, said space between said members defining an area for receiving said at least one row of produce, said frame further including a cutting means mounted thereon extending between said elongate members adapted to provide a cutting action substantially perpendicular to travel of said frame over said row of produce.

2. A harvesting machine according to Claim 1 wherein said machine further includes a conveyor means for conveying cut produce from the front of said structure to the rear for packaging.

3. A harvesting machine according to Claim 2 wherein the conveyor is mounted on said frame extending from said front to rear end of said structure in an inclined relationship being lower at said front end for receiving produce severed by said cutting means.

4. A harvesting machine according to Claim 3 wherein the conveyor is inclined at an angle between 0 and 45°.

5. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the frame structure includes a coupling means adapted for coupling to a vehicle such as a tractor so as to promote travel over said bed of produce.

6. A harvesting machine according to Claim 5 wherein the coupling means is attached to the open frame structure either at the front end, underneath or at the rear end or even on one side of said open frame structure.
7. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the cutting means provides an oscillating cutting action in a direction substantially perpendicular to said direction of travel.

8. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the cutting means includes a plurality of cojoined cutting edges forming a single continuous edge extending forwardly from beneath said backing plate of engagement means and between said plurality of elongate members.

9. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the cutting means comprises a plurality of knives attached end to end forming a continuous single cutting edge, alternatively the cutting means is a single blade extending across the front end of said structure.

10. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the cutting means comprises a plurality of knives attached end to end forming a single rotating disc.

11. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the cutting means comprises a plurality of knives attached end to end forming a pair of counterrotating discs.

12. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the backing plate includes a series of elongate members evenly spaced apart extending forwardly therefrom for receiving therein one row of produce in a given bed.

13. A harvesting machine according to Claim 12 wherein the elongate members are wedge shaped extending broadly and forwardly from said backing plate to form a point at a distance from said backing plate. In use the points serve as guides which move between adjacent rows of crops. As stated previously, the area between each elongate member is used to receive a single row of crops.
14. A harvesting machine according to Claim 13 wherein the points serve as guides which move between adjacent rows of crops.

15. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the elongate members further include a centrally located longitudinal upstanding portion for enabling closure of external leaf of said produce when produce is received between said elongate members so as to expose base stalk of said produce for cutting.

16. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the backing plate can be raised or lowered.

17. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the harvesting machine further includes a soft rotatable brush mounted adjacent said front end for urging cut produce onto said conveyor.

18. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims further including a packing platform adjacent the rear of said frame for holding packaging containers which in turn receive cut produce transferred to said rear end by said conveyor.

19. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the open frame structure or chassis can be of any desired length and width so as to cater for any particular bed width.

20. A harvesting machine according to Claim 19 wherein said open frame structure is supported and moveable over said bed of produce on more than two wheels.

21. A harvesting machine according to Claim 20 wherein the wheels are adjustably mounted on an axle adjacent the rear end to adapt to changes in terrain.

22. A harvesting machine according to Claim 21 wherein the wheels can be adjusted manually or by hydraulics or by sensors attached to the open frame structure.
23. A method of cutting and collecting soft leaf produce in beds consisting of at least one row of produce by providing:-

5 a harvesting machine including:-

a frame or chassis of generally open structure, said frame having a front and rear end and being supported on wheels for travel over a said bed of produce, said frame further including a backing plate mounted on said front end of said frame, said backing plate having at least two elongate members extending forwardly therefrom spaced apart, said space between said members defining an area for receiving said produce in said at least one row of said bed, said frame further including a cutting means mounted thereon extending between said elongate members adapted to provide a cutting action substantially perpendicular to travel of said frame over said row of produce,

15 moving said frame over said bed wherein said space between said elongate members receives said produce in said at least one row, said elongate members engaging said produce and folding external broad leaf inwards so as to expose base stalk for cutting, and cutting said base stalk of said produce with said cutting means.

24. A method of cutting and collecting soft leaf produce in beds consisting of at least one row of produce by providing:-

25 a harvesting machine including:-

a frame or chassis of generally open structure, said frame having a front and rear end and being supported on wheels for travel over a said bed of produce, said frame further including a backing plate mounted on said front end of said frame, said backing plate having at least two elongate members extending forwardly therefrom spaced to remove ovaries of said elongate members apart, said space between said members defining an area for receiving said produce in said at least
one row of said bed, said frame further including a cutting means mounted thereon extending between said elongate members adapted to provide a cutting action substantially perpendicular to travel of said frame over said row of produce,

and a conveyor means for transferring produce cut by said cutting means, moving said frame over said bed wherein said space between said elongate members receives said produce in said at least one row, said elongate members engaging said produce and folding external broad leaf inwardly so as to expose base stalk for cutting, and cutting said base stalk of said produce with said cutting means, such that movement of said frame over said bed enables said cut produce to fall on said conveyor for transfer of said cut produce to said rear of said frame for packaging or collection.

25. A harvesting machine for cutting and collecting soft leaf produce in beds consisting of at least one row of produce including a frame or chassis of generally open structure, said frame having a front and rear end and being supported on wheels for travel over a said bed of produce, said frame further including a backing plate mounted on said front end of said frame, said backing plate having at least two elongate members extending forwardly therefrom spaced apart, said space between said members defining an area for receiving said at least one row of produce, said frame further including a cutting means mounted thereon extending between said elongate members adapted to provide a cutting action substantially perpendicular to travel of said frame over said row of produce,

and a conveyor means for transferring produce cut by said cutting means from said front to rear of said frame for collection.

26. A harvesting machine substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the diagrams.
1. A harvesting machine for cutting and collecting soft leaf produce in beds consisting of at least one row of produce including a frame or chassis of generally open structure, said frame having a front and rear end and being supported on wheels for travel over said bed of produce, a conveyor mounted on said frame extending from the front to the rear end of said frame in an inclined relation being lower at the front, said frame further including a backing plate mounted on said front end of said frame extending at an obtuse angle to the inclined conveyor in a horizontal plane, said backing plate having a series of wedge shaped elongate members extending in equally spaced apart relation and forwardly therefrom in the same plane as the backing plate to form points furthest from the backing plate, said space between said members defining an area for receiving said at least one row of produce, said frame further including a cutting means mounted thereon extending between said elongate members adapted to provide a cutting action substantially perpendicular to travel of said frame over said at least one row of produce, wherein external leaves of said produce are folded inwardly to form a bunch and said bunch is cut leaving behind a heart portion of said produce so as to promote substantial regrowth of said heart portion.

2. A harvesting machine according to Claim 1 wherein the points serve as guides which move between adjacent rows of crops.

3. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the elongate members further include a centrally located longitudinal vertically disposed portion for enabling closure of external leaf to form a bunch of said produce prior to cutting so that a bunched portion of the produce is exposed for cutting, leaving intact produce so as to promote regrowth thereof.

4. A harvesting machine according to Claim 1 wherein the conveyor is inclined at an angle between 0 and 45°.

5. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the
frame structure includes a coupling means adapted for coupling to a vehicle such as a tractor so as to promote travel over said bed of produce.

6. A harvesting machine according to Claim 5 wherein the coupling means is attached to the open frame structure either at the front end, underneath or at the rear end or even on one side of said open frame structure.

7. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the cutting means provides an oscillating cutting action in a direction substantially perpendicular to said direction of travel.

8. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the cutting means includes a plurality of conjoined cutting edges forming a single continuous edge extending forwardly from beneath said backing plate of engagement means and between said plurality of elongate members.

9. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the cutting means comprises a plurality of knives attached end to end forming a continuous single cutting edge, alternatively the cutting means is a single blade extending across the front end of said structure.

10. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the cutting means comprises a plurality of knives attached end to end forming a single rotating disc.

11. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the cutting means comprises a plurality of knives attached end to end forming a pair of counterrotating discs.

12. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the backing plate can be raised or lowered.

13. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the
harvesting machine further includes a soft rotatable brush mounted adjacent said front end for urging cut produce onto said conveyor.

14. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims further including a packing platform adjacent the rear of said frame for holding packaging containers which in turn receive cut produce transferred to said rear end by said conveyor.

15. A harvesting machine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the open frame structure or chassis can be of any desired length and width so as to cater for any particular bed width.

16. A harvesting machine according to Claim 15 wherein said open frame structure is supported and moveable over said bed of produce on more than two wheels.

17. A harvesting machine according to Claim 16 wherein the wheels are adjustably mounted on an axle adjacent the rear end to adapt to changes in terrain.

18. A harvesting machine according to Claim 17 wherein the wheels can be adjusted manually or by hydraulics or by sensors attached to the open frame structure.

19. A method of cutting and collecting soft leaf produce in beds consisting of at least one row of produce by providing: -

a harvesting machine including: -

a frame or chassis of generally open structure, said frame having a front and rear end and being supported on wheels for travel over a said bed of produce, a conveyor mounted on said frame extending from the front to the rear end of said frame in an inclined relation being lower at the front, said frame further including a backing plate mounted on said front end of said frame extending at an obtuse angle to the inclined conveyor in a horizontal plane, said backing plate having a series of wedge shaped elongate members extending in equally spaced apart
relation and forwardly therefrom in the same plane as the backing plate to form points furthest from the backing plate, said space between said members defining an area for receiving said at least one row of produce, said frame further including a cutting means mounted thereon extending between said elongate members adapted to provide a cutting action substantially perpendicular to travel of said frame over said at least one row of produce,

moving said frame over said bed wherein said space between said elongate members receives said produce in said at least one row, said elongate members engage and fold external broad leaves of said produce inwardly so as to bunch said leaves, and cutting said leaves of said produce with said cutting means, wherein a portion of the produce remains intact to promote substantial regrowth and the harvested leaves fall backwards onto the conveyor and are conveyed by said inclined conveyor from the front to the rear of the machine for packaging.

20. A method of cutting and collecting soft leaf produce in beds consisting of at least one row of produce by providing:-

a harvesting machine including:-

20 a frame or chassis of generally open structure, said frame having a front and rear end and being supported on wheels for travel over a said bed of produce, a conveyor mounted on said frame extending from the front to the rear end of said frame in an inclined relation being lower at the front,

25 said frame further including a backing plate mounted on said front end of said frame extending at an obtuse angle to the inclined conveyor in a horizontal plane, said backing plate having a series of wedge shaped elongate members extending in equally spaced apart relation and forwardly therefrom in the same plane as the backing plate to form points furthest from the backing plate, said space between said members defining an area for receiving said at least one row of produce, said frame further including a cutting means mounted thereon extending between said elongate members adapted to provide a cutting action substantially perpendicular
to travel of said frame over said at least one row of produce,

a rotatable brush positioned adjacent said front end of said conveyor for urging cut leaves onto said conveyor,

moving said frame over said bed wherein said space between said elongate members receives said produce in said at least one row, said elongate members engage and fold external broad leaves of said produce inwardly so as to bunch said leaves, and cutting said leaves of said produce with said cutting means, wherein a portion of the produce remains intact to promote substantial regrowth and the harvested leaves are urged onto said conveyor by said rotatable brush to be conveyed from the front end to the rear end of the machine for packaging.

21. A harvesting machine substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the diagrams.
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